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HOXTON
Hoxton. Part of Shoreditch, East London.
Once home to small manufacturers, reinvented by artists and musicians,
now part of the tech revolution. A vibrant mix of the old and the new.
Introducing Hoxton, by Perrin & Rowe.
A fresh take on modern luxury, manufactured in Britain
using traditional skills and state of the art technology.
A unique blend of old and new.
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Forty years ago in East London, friends Bob Perrin & Greg Rowe
began an extraordinary partnership. Despite limited funds and
a factory that was little more than a garden shed, they began by
manufacturing brassware components of exceptional quality, and
applying their engineering skills to solving the design problems of
others. They made their name, and international reputation, by
producing the world’s first 3 in 1 tap – a tap that dispensed hot,
cold and filtered water – using their own filtration technology.
Technology has always been at the heart of the company, but it’s
Bob and Greg’s passion for traditional manufacturing craft that has
defined the Perrin & Rowe brand. They believed, as we do today,
that every product must be treated individually to ensure the
highest possible quality. Mass production is not our business.
Bob and Greg’s innovations opened up new markets, and gradually
a comprehensive range of kitchen and bathroom brassware
was developed. They hired talented designers who established
distinctive traditional and contemporary ranges. Sanitaryware was
added, each piece handmade in a small factory in Staffordshire.
Perrin & Rowe became known by architects and design
professionals for its quality and durability, so started
to appear in famous hotels such as the Savoy, Claridges
and The Langham, London.

Today all the brassware is forged in the Black Country,
the engine room of the industrial revolution, where heavy
industry remains in the blood. Design work, assembly and final
quality checks take place at Perrin & Rowe’s main operation in
Rainham, on the edge of East London. We continue to fire flawless
sanitaryware in Tamworth, Staffordshire using skills that have been
handed down through the generations.
Bob Perrin and Greg Rowe retired some years ago, but their
legacy and passion live on at Perrin & Rowe. Their principles of
small scale production – the better to deliver unrivalled quality –
built on British design, engineering and manufacturing excellence,
remain in place today. Undoubtedly a global luxury brand,
Perrin & Rowe still treasures its staff, supports its working families
and concentrates on the perfection of each product it designs,
makes and delivers.

All Perrin & Rowe products
are designed and manufactured in Britain.
We are driven by engineering excellence.
We use state of the art manufacturing technology
to support our traditional methods and skills.
Our brassware is made from low lead brass of the highest
quality available. The surface is plated to a thickness that
exceeds industry standards, ensuring a deep, protective
coating that is resistant to wear and pleasing to the eye.
We assemble our brassware by hand, and individually
water-test each one.
Our handles and spouts include bearing rings and
engineering ‘O’ seals to ensure maximum durability.
Perrin & Rowe brassware has a ‘wobble free feel’.
Our ceramic disc valves are tested up to 500,000 cycles
and supplied by the world’s leading ceramic cartridge
manufacturer. On test, valves are repeatedly turned
on and off with pressurised water to the equivalent
of 25 years’ use in a domestic installation.
Perrin & Rowe specifically manufacture for different
markets around the globe. No additional adapters
or converters are required for installation.
Our aim is to offer the world’s finest range
of kitchen and bathroom products.
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T H E H OX TO N CO L L EC T I O N
‘We prefer simple elegance to stark minimalism, soft curves
to sharp edges and delicate reflections to angular distortions.
Hoxton is a contemporary design, infused with Perrin & Rowe values.’
Duncan Yardley
Design Director – Perrin & Rowe

T H E H OX TO N CO L L EC T I O N

SINGLE LEVER BASIN MIXER
At the heart of any bathroom or cloakroom is the basin mixer. It must be
robust and durable, yet precise enough to measure the perfect flow and
water temperature. For a brassware designer, the basin mixer is the signature
piece of the range, epitomising its design principles. The Hoxton basin mixer’s
elegant spout has gently chamfered edges, blending into a strong body with
smooth, rounded corners. It is gentle to the touch, with nothing sharp or
angular. The lever provides effortless precision. Hoxton is a subtle statement
of contemporary British design.
3412 – Single Lever Basin Mixer.

T H E H OX TO N CO L L EC T I O N

M O N O T H E R M O S TAT I C
F R E E S TA N D I N G
B AT H / S H O W E R M I X E R
A design and technical masterpiece, the freestanding bath/
shower mixer has taken a year and a half to perfect. Its divine
proportions would complement any statement bath, the final
touch of luxury in a sophisticated modern bathroom. The
matching lever on the side of the tap is the diverter. Just reach
out a languid toe while bathing to switch to the handshower.
Sophisticated, no?
3440 – Mono Thermostatic Freestanding Bath / Shower Mixer.
Height 975mm, hose length 1.5m.

T H E H OX TO N CO L L EC T I O N

SHOWER SET
The Hoxton shower set is designed for a sublime shower
experience. Stand beneath the perfectly square shower rose
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and allow yourself to be submerged in spray. The thermostatic
shower mixer has separate levers for precise control of flow
and temperature. The rounded edges and angled head of the
handshower make it comfortable to use, and the no-wobble
sliding rail has an integrated shut-off valve to stop the shower
the moment you’re done.
Shower Set
All of the individual Shower Set items shown can be purchased separately.
Each set includes:
(A) 5493 – Easy-Clean Handshower with 1.5m Hose.
(B) 5447 – 630mm Sliding Rail with Shut-off.
(C) 5472 – 400mm Overhead Shower Arm or 5410 Ceiling Mount.
(D) 5408 – 10.5" Easy-Clean Shower Rose.
(E) 5451 – Concealed Thermostatic Shower with Shut-off.
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T H E H OX TO N CO L L EC T I O N

CONCEALED
T H E R M O S TAT I C S H O W E R
The symmetrical levers of the Hoxton shower valves
are set against a flawlessly plated and polished back plate.
The lower lever precisely controls temperature. Choose either
the Shut-off variant, where the top lever controls water flow,
or the Diverter variant, where the top lever switches between
two separate outlets.
Concealed Thermostatic Shower Options
5451 – With Shut-off.
5421 – With Diverter.
Back plate dimensions – (H)310mm x (W)120mm

D I V E R T E R S & V A LV E S
The Hoxton lever valves have a graceful simplicity.
Choose from four options:
The single valve controls water flow.
The 3-Way Diverter (1 in 2 out) switches flow
between any two outlets, for example, between
an overhead shower and handshower.
The 3-Way Diverter with Shut-off (1 in 2 out) switches
flow between any two outlets, with the neutral,
centre point being the shut-off setting.
The 4-Way Diverter (1 in 3 out) switches flow
between any three outlets, for example, between
an overhead shower, handshower and bath filler.
Diverter and Valve Options
3411 – 3/4" Wall Single Valve.
5433 – 3-Way Diverter (1 In 2 Out).
5492 – 3-Way Diverter With Shut-off (1 In 2 Out).
5444 – 4-Way Diverter (1 In 3 Out).
Lever dimensions – (H)110mm x (W)50mm

ACCESSORIES

T H E H OX TO N CO L L EC T I O N

ACCESSORIES
Available accessories include:
(A) 6463 – 455mm Towel Rail.
(B) 6464 – 605mm Towel Rail.
(C) 6401 – Single Robe Hook.
(D) 6435 – 280mm Towel Arm.
(E) 6451 – Toilet Roll Holder.
(F) 6450 – Spare Toilet Roll Holder.
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FINISHES

S H OW RO O M S

The full Hoxton range can be specified in a chrome,

Perrin & Rowe products are available from

nickel or pewter finish. There are also four further special

around 100 bathroom retailers nationwide.

finishes available to order: polished brass, satin brass,

To find your nearest authorised bathroom

English bronze and 24-carat gold. Note that these

showroom and view our wide range of products,

may have longer delivery times.

visit the Where To Buy page on perrinandrowe.co.uk.

For more information on finishes,

Alternatively, visit our showrooom

please contact us at Perrin & Rowe.

at the Design Centre, Chelsea Harbour.
Our team will happy to advise you on design,

Perrin & Rowe

specification and technical matters.

Unit 1, Gateway XIII, Ferry Lane,
Rainham, Essex, RM13 9JY, United Kingdom.
Telephone: +44 (0)1708 526 361
Email: sales@perrinandrowe.co.uk
perrinandrowe.co.uk

Perrin & Rowe London Showroom
Design Centre, Chelsea Harbour,
London, SW10 0XE, United Kingdom.
Telephone: +44 (0)20 7351 3085
Email: contracts@perrinandrowe.co.uk

